ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A PROGRESSIVE CONTEMPORARY WORSHIP SERVICE?

We are a liberal/progressive church in Sarasota County that is currently exploring establishing a contemporary worship service that would be of interest to young people (teens, 20s, 30s, etc.) and others who desire a contemporary Christian worship experience that is theologically progressive and mission-oriented. We are looking for members of the community to collaborate with our pastor for leadership, worship, music, and technology for this new service. (We will soon be installing multimedia equipment in our sanctuary building.)

The service day and time will be determined by the key group of people who will serve as its core collaborators. We seek volunteers who will embrace this new contemporary service to make it grow and thrive. If the service is well received and successful, stipends and/or paid positions can be considered as well.

About us:

- We believe that faith is a matter of heart and mind.
- We believe that taking the Bible seriously does not mean taking it literally.
- We believe that God embraces all people equally. We are LGBT and straight, we have various abilities, and we are young and old.
- We believe that we are called to be nothing less than global citizens.
- We believe that the social expression of love is justice.
- We believe that every generation is called to discover new faith traditions.
- We believe that God continues to speak through the actions and words of persons today, just as in time of old.

If you want to help establish and be part of this unique endeavor and are seriously interested in collaborating with our pastor for leadership, worship, music, or technology for this new theologically progressive and mission-oriented Christian contemporary service, please email revpaul@sarasotaucc.org and provide your name, contact information, interests, and experience.

BACKGROUND CHECK MAY BE REQUIRED.